Abstract. For k ∈ Z + and G a simple connected graph, a k-radio labeling f :
1. Introduction 1.1. Radio Labeling. A radio labeling of a graph is a generalization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G (for us, G is simple and connected) with vertex set V G , any function f : V G → Z + is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ V G , then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different "color". We can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is called a k-radio labeling [2] . In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we call inequality (1) the radio condition. Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart. This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name) [4] , [5] , [6] .
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a vertex. For any particular labeling, the largest label used is called the span of the labeling. In vertex coloring, the minimum possible span of a graph is called its chromatic number. In radio labeling, the minimum span is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a 2 AMANDA NIEDZIALOMSKI closed formula for the radio numbers of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them [1] , [3] , [7] , [9] , [8] .
Even the discrete problem of finding the radio number of a specific example G can be difficult because of the size of the computation. One way of finding the radio number involves analyzing all possible permutations of the vertices. Given a radio labeling f of a graph with vertices {v 1 , . . . , v n }, we can rename (order) the vertices as x 1 , . . . , x n so that f (x i ) < f (x j ) if and only if i < j. On the other hand, we can produce a radio labeling of a graph by picking an ordering of the vertices and then forcing the labels to increase with respect to that order. Since we are interested in minimizing span, we always choose the smallest label that works at the given moment. Therefore, an ordering of the vertices uniquely determines a radio labeling if we enforce this increasing condition. It is this radio labeling we refer to when we speak of the radio labeling "induced" by the ordering. So, one brute force way of computing the radio number of a graph is to consider all radio labelings induced from all possible orderings (permutations) of the vertices, and then choose the smallest span of all of them. Even after an ordering is fixed, producing the induced radio labeling is nontrivial, so producing |V G |! labelings is computationally very intense.
Consecutive Radio Labeling.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |V G |. If rn(G) = |V G |, then there is a radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |V G |. Such a labeling is called a consecutive radio labeling. The complete graph K n of n vertices is an example of a graph that has such a labeling. Since diam(K n ) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph ( Figure 1 ). Its diameter is 2, so the radio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but it does have a consecutive radio labeling.
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Date: March 24, 2012. The qualities that the Peterson Graph possesses that allow it to have a consecutive radio labeling can be boiled down to the following: it is a diameter 2 graph that has an ordering of its vertices such that each vertex is diameter away from the next vertex in the ordering. The existence of such an ordering of the vertices is a rare property for a graph to have, but this alone will not always be sufficient to produce a graph with a consecutive radio labeling. It is only because we also had a graph of diameter 2 in this case that the qualifications were so simple.
In general, for a graph G with vertices {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, we would need an ordering of the vertices x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n such that
This gives an idea of how special graphs that have consecutive radio labelings are, and how difficult it can be to produce examples of them, particularly examples of high diameter.
Cartesian Product of Graphs.
A tool we will be using in our construction is the Cartesian product of graphs. Given two graphs G and H, their Cartesian product, denoted G H, is a graph defined by the following:
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This allows us to learn about rn(G H) by looking at rn(G) and rn(H). We will be considering the Cartesian product of t copies of a graph G, denoted G t :
Vertices of G t can be represented as t-tuples with entries in V G , and there is an edge between two vertices (v i 1 , v i 2 , . . . , v it ) and (v j 1 , v j 2 , . . . , v jt ) if, for some a ∈ {1, . . . , t}, v ia is adjacent to v ja in G, and
The graph of G t can be quite complicated, even if G itself is simple. (The number of vertices of G t is |V G | t and, if E G denotes the set of edges in G, then
Distance is given by
. When G has a consecutive radio labeling, we will be looking at G t for new examples of graphs with such a labeling. Since diam(G t ) increases as t does, we have some hope of finding high diameter examples by looking here. Actually, one example is well known. We have already seen that the Peterson graph (which we will hereafter denote P ) has a consecutive radio labeling (Figure 1) . A consecutive radio labeling can also be exhibited for the diameter 4 graph P 2 . This finding is exciting for the cause for finding higher diameter examples, and it can spark some (very optimistic) conjectures. For example, it is tempting to hope that P t has a consecutive radio labeling for all t ∈ Z + . This is desirable because if t is unbounded above then so is diam(P t ). It isn't true, however, as we will see in §3. Nevertheless, we were able to prove an even better result in the following section. Better because it produces a family of examples with consecutive radio labelings in which there is an example for every possible diameter (whereas P t has even diameter).
Consecutive radio labelings for certain powers of K n
We construct a family of examples of arbitrary diameter that have consecutive radio labelings by taking Cartesian powers of the complete graph K n . We will begin by giving an ordering 1 of the vertices of K t n , and then prove that this ordering induces a consecutive radio labeling.
2.1. Definition of x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n t . Let V Kn = {v 1 , . . . , v n } be the vertices of K n , n ≥ 3. Consider K t n where t ∈ Z + ≤n . We describe the desired ordering of the vertices of K t n in groups of n vertices at a time. The first n vertices are the t-tuples
. . .
For the sake of easier reference, we will think of these n vertices as an n × t matrix A 1 where a 1 i,j is the jth coordinate of x i . That is,
We produce a second matrix A 2 where
otherwise .
1 The definition of the ordering we give in this section allows a mental picture to develop that we will utilize. Alternatively, the same ordering can be described as follows: If n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ t ≤ n, then this recursive definition is an ordering on V K t n : where we use the convention that a (mod n) ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We then form subsequent matrices by the following rule. To produce A k , we first determine p, the largest integer such that k ≡ 1 (mod n p ). Then A k is a matrix made up of entries
Using this definition we create n t−1 matrices of dimensions n × t: A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n t−1 . Each matrix A k is identical to the one that came before (A k−1 ) except for a single column which differs by an application of σ. The n rows of each matrix (which total n t rows over all n t−1 matrices) correspond to vertices of K t n , and tell us our ordering, n vertices at a time. Formally, if i = bn + c, c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, then (2) x i = x bn+c = (a 2.2. The x i 's Form an Ordering. Our first goal is to show that this definition of x 1 , . . . , x n t is actually an ordering of the vertices of K t n . Certainly {x 1 , . . . , x n t } ⊆ V Kn . This coupled with the fact that |V Kn | = n t means we only need to show that our proposed ordering has no repetition: x i = x j for all i = j. We can make this task a bit easier by noticing some structure of the A k 's. A 1 has a structure that is inherited by A k for all k: a
For this reason, it suffices to show that no two matrices have the same first row.
Since we are narrowing our scope to the first rows of each matrix, let's make a new matrix A comprised of them. Let A be the n t−1 × t matrix defined by a i,j = a i 1,j . We can give an equivalent definition by using the definition of A k . To define a i,j , let q be the largest integer such that i ≡ 1 (mod n q ). Then
So now we show that A has no identical rows. We will start by studying the specific and repetitive structure of A. To do this, we break up each column into "blocks" -what we'll call a certain collection of column vectors that, when adjoined, produce the original column. Fix a column j. We wish to break up the column into groups of n t−j entries which will form the blocks. So, the vectors
are the blocks of column j. Note that the blocks are of uniform size, but that size is dependent on the column. The first column of A has only one block, while in the last column of A each entry is itself a block. In order to easily reference which column a block comes from, we will commonly call a block from column j a j-block. In summary:
Definition 1. A j-block is any one of the vectors listed in line (3).
We will call the set of rows that are associated to the entries of a block the scope of the block. . . . a (c+1)n t−j ,j   is the set with rows cn t−j + 1 through (c + 1)n t−j of A as its elements: {[a cn t−j+1 ,h ] 1≤h≤t , . . . , [a (c+1)n t−j ,h ] 1≤h≤n }. The scope of multiple j-blocks is the union of the scopes of the individual j-blocks.
Claim 3. Given a j-block of A that has entries a cn t−j +1,j , . . . , a (c+1)n t−j ,j , then a cn t−j +1,j = · · · = a (c+1)n t−j ,j .
Proof. Based on the definition of A, a i,j = a i−1,j unless j = t − q where q is the largest integer such that i ≡ 1 (mod n q ). Equivalently, a i,j = a i−1,j unless q = t − j. The only way to get any distinct entries in the block is for one of the entries (excluding the first) to be the image under σ of the previous entry. So the question is, is it possible for q = t − j when i ∈ {cn t−j + 2, cn t−j + 3, . . . , (c + 1)n t−j }? One condition for q = t − j is that i ≡ 1 (mod n t−j ). It's clear that this cannot be the case for any of the possibilities for i: cn t−j + 2 ≡ 2 (mod n t−j ) cn t−j + 3 ≡ 3 (mod n t−j )
(c + 1)n t−j ≡ 0 (mod n t−j ).
Therefore, since j = t − q for all i ∈ {cn t−j + 2, cn t−j + 3, . . . , (c + 1)n t−j }, each entry of the vector must be the same as the first entry a cn t−j +1,j .
As a result of this claim, along with the definition of A, we know that adjacent blocks in a column can only have two possible relationships: either they are identical, or the second block has entries which are the image under σ of the first block's entries. We'd like to know when adjacent blocks are identical. Proof. It follows from Claim 3 that the blocks are identical if and only if a (c+1)n t−j ,j = a (c+1)n t−j +1,j . We know from our definition of A that this happens only when j = t − q, where q is computed for i = (c + 1)n t−j + 1. So what is q in this case? Certainly t − j is a candidate since (c + 1)n t−j + 1 ≡ 1 (mod n t−j ). In fact, q = t − j if and only if q > t − j, which is equivalent to requiring that c + 1 divides n.
The blocks have now given us a really detailed picture of what's happening with our matrix A. If we look down an arbitrary column j, the column is partitioned into n j−1 blocks, each with n t−j entries. The entries of any fixed block are identical. The first block in each column has all entries of v 1 . When changes do happen down a column, they change according to σ; so v 1 can be followed by v 2 then v 3 and so on. And we now know by Claim 4 exactly when those changes will not occur due to the repetition of adjacent blocks. Now we want to examine how the structure of the different columns relate.
It happens that the scope of a (j − 1)-block is equal to the scope of a collection of j-blocks -the appropriate n of them in a row. This is immediate because of the size of the blocks.
A (j − 1) block has n t−j+1 entries, and j-blocks have n t−j entries. So, for every block in column j − 1, there are n t−j+1 /n t−j = n blocks in column j. The interesting thing is that those n j-blocks with the same scope as the single (j − 1)-block must be distinct (in the sense that no two of these j-blocks can have the same entries). We will prove this in the following claim. Note that the blocks listed in the claim are in column j, of the correct size (n t−j entries), they are adjacent, and there are n of them. Also note that they cover rows bn t−j+1 + 1 through (b + 1)n t−j+1 . This is significant because   a bn t−j+1 +1,j+1 . . . Now we are already done because (by Claim 4) showing these two blocks are distinct is equivalent to showing n does not divide bn + 1, which is immediate. With the same argument we can show that, in this collection of n blocks, adjacent blocks are distinct. We proceed by similarly rearranging the remaining indicies to be compatible with the previous claim. Showing that adjacent blocks are distinct is equivalent to showing that n does not divide bn + 2, bn + 3, . . . , bn + n − 1, which is again immediate. Because of this we can now say the following: if the first block has entries equal to v k , then the second has entries of σ(v k ), and the third has entries of σ 2 (v k ), . . . , and the nth has entries of σ n−1 (v k ). Since σ is an n-cycle, v k = σ(v k ) = σ 2 (v k ) = · · · = σ n−1 (v k ), which confirms that the n blocks are distinct.
Combining these two bounds on d(x i , x j ) yields t · diam(G) − |i − j| + 1 ≤ diam(G)(t − e i,j ) t − |i − j| − 1 diam(G) ≤ t − e i,j e i,j ≤ |i − j| − 1 diam(G) .
Then the maximum possible number of coordinates with common entries between x i and x j is E i,j = min t, |i − j| − 1 diam(G) . E i,j .
We can obtain with some computation that n − j diam(G)
Since t is larger than the number of coordinates with this property, there is at least one coordinate in which none of the vertices x 1 , . . . , x n+1 agree. This is impossible to accomplish, however, as we have only n possible entries: v 1 , . . . , v n . So there is no ordering of the n t vertices of G t that induces a consecutive radio labeling.
